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Vision for Banking
Digital Transformation enabling financial institutions to be in the financial lives of their customers
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Any Time

Any Place

Any Device

Any Channel
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The new normal in Financial Services

Customers are in
the driver’s seat
only 31% of consumers
think their financial
institutions know them
and their needs well1

40%

31%

40% of Americans haven’t
visited a branch in the
last six months2

The technology landscape
has shifted dramatically
1GfK,
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14% of banks say they have
achieved fully risk-based
decision-making3

37%

14%

37% of bank executives
plan to upgrade their IT
infrastructure to cut
costs and improve
efficiency4

Margin, capital and liquidity
pressures are mounting
3Accenture,

2016

2Bankrate,

Financial industry
regulation is intensifying

2015

4CMS,

2015
2015

Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation

"Continuous process by which organisations adapt

or provoke disruptive changes in their clients or
markets taking advantage of the digital resources
to innovate the business models, products and
services"
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Technological Trends: IDC

Trends

• BigData (analytical data-mining) technology will be
used in 25% of banks by 2017 (risk analysis, fraud

prevention and cyber-attacks).
• By 2019, DLT/BlockChain technology will be adopted
by 30% of financial transaction organisations in
Europe.
• By 2020, the adoption of Cloud Computing will reduce
IT infrastructure spending by 20% among major
European banks.
• Process automation technologies will be in use in 60%
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of European banks by 2019.

BlockChain

BlockChain for broader participation, lower cost, increased efficiency
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BlockChain

Potential Use Cases
Retail Banking

use cases

• Cross-border remittances
• Mortgage verification and contracts

Securities

Trade Finance

Public Records

Post-trade settlement
Derivative contracts

Bill of Lading
Cross-currency payment

• Real estate records
• Vehicle registrations

Key players for BlockChain adoptionuse
cases
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Open Banking - API

“The future is Banking as a Service”
Source: Deloitte Banking Industry Outlook: Banking reimagined

Bank as a marketplace. Banks will transform themselves into
portals, using their open APIs to allow third-party services to be
accessed from within their own platforms.
Bank as a facilitator. Banks will open up their APIs to promote
the creation of new products and services from external
developers.
Bank as a service. Banks will become fully-fledged support
services for FinTech specialists and other third parties (PSD-2).
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Digital Transformation: Challenges

Main challenges for
Banco de Portugal
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Internal
Governance

IT Security

Regulation

Monetary
Policy

Payments

Supervision

Digital Transformation: Challenges

New regulatory
initiatives

 PSD2 (New Payment Services Directive)
 NIS Directive (Network and Information Security Directive)
 GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)
 Other initiatives, e.g. European Digital Single Market (DSM)

Regulatory framework enables competition. Transparency,
security and innovation could boost the emergence of
FinTech and digital banking.
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Challenges for Banco de Portugal

Regulation
 The lack of a clear definition of FinTech, accepted transversally by all authorities, in the
context of regulation.
 Lack of a model of harmonised regulation and supervision in Europe (regulatory arbitrage).

 Possible regulation of the services provided versus regulation of the providers of these
services.

 Need for cooperation between national supervisory authorities.
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Challenges for Banco de Portugal

Payments
 Get to know the innovative payment solutions (mobile payments and virtual currencies, for
example) made available by FinTech.
 Analyse the impact of the entry of FinTech and new service providers into the functioning
of the Portuguese payment system.
 Evaluate the use of the DLT in the scope of the infrastructures of payment and securities
settlement systems, their potential uses and risks / opportunities.
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Challenges for Banco de Portugal

Financial Stability and Supervision
 Evaluate the impact on the business model, profitability and internal governance of
traditional banks.
 Use technology to fulfil supervisory obligations (RegTech). Transparency of the conditions
of provision of services and information to users.
 Check the transparency of information on digital channels.
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Challenges for Banco de Portugal

Monetary Authority
 Impact of new players and virtual currencies on monetary policy transmission mechanisms.
 Assessment of the use of DLT in the scope of market infrastructures, their potential uses
and risks / opportunities associated with monetary policy.
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Challenges for Banco de Portugal

Cyber-security
 Cyber risk: the importance of technological innovation in the financial system has the

correct investment in security.
 Monitoring the implementation of defence mechanisms (cyber-security).
 Ensure implementation of European and national safety regulations (e.g. in payments,
strong authentication).
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Challenges for Banco de Portugal

Internal Governance
 Development of innovation programmes to address the topic of FinTechs.

 New skills in human resources.
 Importance of knowledge-sharing.
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Challenges for Banco de Portugal

Internal Governance Model

 Research: study FinTech and Digital Banking in
areas with an impact on BdP's functions.

Innovation: Digital Banking & FinTech
Board Member: Hélder Rosalino
Innovation Team

 Organisation and Digital Transformation: thinking
about BdP processes using the digital
transformation trends.

Digital Banking & FinTech

Digital Research
(Payments,
Monetary Policy,
Law, Technology)

Policy and
Regulation

Internal Digital
Transformation
& Organisation

 Policy and Regulation: follow European regulations
on "digital" and ensure alignment with the
recommendations issued (SSM and EBA, for
example).

Operational
Issues

 Operational Issues: the front office of external
requests for FinTech & Digital Banking and ensure
rapid follow-up and articulation with the various
BdP departments.

Cross-departmental team with participation of relevant departments (% time)
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Challenges for Banco de Portugal

Areas of particular attention in the context of the Central Bank
• Monetary policy supervision
Financial stability
• Payments Clearing and
Settlement
• FinTech
• Digital transformation
• Cyber-security

 Monitor the use of technological trends based on DLT - BlockChain and
the evolution of the theme on Virtual Currency
 Monitor FinTech in activities and associated risks, including unregulated /
authorised activity.
 Monitor European regulation on the use of cloud services and assess
their implementation in Portugal (simplify regulation as a facilitator of
digital transformation)

The Central Bank should monitor the development of FinTech and Digital Banking as an
enabler that can contribute to the development of the financial sector, but always aiming to
minimise security risks and ensure financial stability and confidence in the system.
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Future

In the future, it is expected that the banking system will be:

• Agile
• Collaborative
• Open
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Thank You
“Asked about emerging financial technology (FinTech) that
threatens to disrupt the whole banking industry, a Southeast
Asian central banker offered this highly interesting comment
during a recent panel discussion: “I think my successor as
central governor will have to have an engineering or computer
science degree to cope with this new global trend.”
Southeast Asian central banker
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“”

